
NOVEMBER 15th 2021 EGSS MEETING NOTES

In attendance: Julie Funk, Kevin Tunnicliffe, Madyson Huck, Lucie Kotesovska, Lucas Simpson, Katy
DeCoste, Kavita Premkumar, Jon Nash

AGENDA:

Land Acknowledgement (Julie Funk)

Overview of new roles filled/being trialed since last meeting
a. Secretary
- For this meeting, Kavita Premkumar is serving as secretary, on a trial basis.

b. GSS Representative
- Given that no student expressed interest in the position, Julie will be holding the position,

attending Grad Rep council meetings and reporting to the EGSS.

c. Colloquia Committee
- The committee was established, consisting of Katy DeCoste, Lucie Kotesovska, Lucas

Simpson and Jon Nash.
- Julie Funk introduced the four people & expressed thanks to the people on the committee.

Update from the Webmaster, from Sonja Pinto (delivered byJulie Funk)
- Julie delivered updates on behalf of Sonja, who couldn’t be present.
- Sonja has posted the minutes from two previous meetings.
- They hope to increase social media engagement, and suggested spotlight posts of EGSS

members and English department graduates, envisioned as short posts with a headshot
and a brief description of each person’s research. Sonja suggested that these posts would
get a lot of engagement from the University’s official English and Humanities accounts,
amongst others

- Julie delivered a reminder to reach out to Sonja or Julie with any suggestions, comments,
or concerns

Update on Social Events Planning, from Sohrab Mosahebi (Madyson Huck)
- Madyson and Sohrab have been in conversation with Stephen Ross.
- The group discussed the implications of in-person events, in light of covid protocols and

talked about including partners and/or kids in the social event. Madyson and Julie will
send out an anonymous survey to gauge interest and needs.

- Kevin Tunnicliffe mentioned that the EGSS has a budget, and will check exact amounts.

Possibility of EGSS Meeting in-person in the future
- After discussion about the pandemic, safety, and the original reasoning for the move to

Zoom meetings, the group decided that a hybrid format going forward might make the
most sense, with Madyson and Julie responsible for polling the community to make the
final call.



Colloquium Discussion
- Following a question from Lucas Simpson about the colloquium framework, Julie

described last year’s colloquia, mentioning that it had three panels, one for research, one
with faculty talking about their experiences, and one for alumni and faculty to talk about
career options. They said it was on Zoom, and lasted three hours. Julie was of the opinion
that it was a successful framework, and that something similar could be done this year.

- The group discussed the implications of a recurring colloquia, but discarded the concept
in favor of a summative conference, in light of the fact that CSPT does recurring
colloquia.


